Our desire is to engage kids in age-appropriate environments that challenge them to become more like Jesus and join him on mission. Each weekend, elementary kids will experience both a high energy large group time and an intentional small group time. During large group, kids will worship, learn, have fun and celebrate together. During small group time, kids will dig deeper into the “bottom line” with intentional conversations and activities facilitated by consistent small group leaders.

We use the Orange curriculum created by the ReThink Group. Using the Orange curriculum equips kids to be lifelong followers of Jesus in a culturally relevant way. Each weekend the curriculum is created to:

- Move kids to **LOVE GOD** by inciting **WONDER**
- Move kids to **LOVE LIFE** by provoking **DISCOVERY**
- Move kids to **LOVE OTHERS** by fueling **PASSION**

We want elementary kids to transition into middle school knowing how to make wiser decisions, build stronger relationships, and develop a deeper faith.